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OVERVIEW
A month after the fighting at Lexington and Concord, the Second Continental Congress met
in Philadelphia, in May 1775, and appointed a committee to state the case for continued
resistance to Great Britain. The following excerpts are from the declaration drafted mainly by
Thomas Jefferson and John Dickinson.
GUIDED READING As you read, consider the following questions:
• To what do the authors compare their treatment at the hands of the British?
• What reasons do the authors give for taking up arms?

O

ur forefathers, inhabitants of the island of Great-Britain, left their native
land, to seek on these shores a residence for civil and religious freedom.
At the expense of their blood, at the hazard of their fortunes, without the least
charge to the country from which they removed, by unceasing labour, and an
unconquerable spirit, they effected settlements in the distant and inhospitable
wilds of America, then filled with numerous and warlike nations of
barbarians.—Societies or governments, vested with perfect legislatures, were
formed under charters from the crown, and an harmonious intercourse was
established between the colonies and the kingdom from which they derived
their origin. . . . It is universally confessed, that the amazing increase of the
wealth, strength, and navigation of the realm, arose from this source; and the
minister, who so wisely and successfully directed the measures of Great-Britain
in the late war, publicly declared, that these colonies enabled her to triumph
over her enemies.—Towards the conclusion of that war, it pleased our
sovereign to make a change in his counsels.—From that fatal moment, the
affairs of the British empire began to fall into confusion. . . . Parliament was
influenced to adopt the pernicious project, and assuming a new power over
[the colonies], have in the course of eleven years, given such decisive specimens
of the spirit and consequences attending this power, as to leave no doubt
concerning the effects of acquiescence under it. They have undertaken to give
and grant our money without our consent; . . . statutes have been passed for
extending the jurisdiction of courts of admiralty and vice-admiralty beyond
their ancient limits; . . . for suspending the legislature of one of the colonies;
for interdicting all commerce to the capital of another; and for altering
fundamentally the form of government established by charter. . . .
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But why should we enumerate our injuries in detail? By one statute it is
declared, that parliament can "of right make laws to bind us in all cases
whatsoever." What is to defend us against so enormous, so unlimited a power?
Not a single man of those who assume it, is chosen by us; or is subject to our
controul or influence; . . . We for ten years incessantly and ineffectually
besieged the throne as supplicants; we reasoned, we remonstrated with
parliament, in the most mild and decent language. . . .
. . . A Congress of delegates from the United Colonies was assembled at
Philadelphia, on the fifth day of last September. We resolved again to offer an
humble and dutiful petition to the King, and also addressed our fellowsubjects of Great-Britain. We have pursued every temperate, every respectful
measure. . . . but subsequent events have shewn, how vain was this hope of
finding moderation in our enemies. . . .
. . . We are reduced to the alternative of chusing an unconditional
submission to the tyranny of irritated ministers, or resistance by force.—The
latter is our choice.—We have counted the cost of this contest, and find
nothing so dreadful as voluntary slavery.—Honour, justice, and humanity,
forbid us tamely to surrender that freedom which we received from our gallant
ancestors, and which our innocent posterity have a right to receive from us.
We cannot endure the infamy and guilt of resigning succeeding generations to
that wretchedness which . . . awaits them, if we basely entail hereditary
bondage upon them.
Our cause is just. Our union is perfect. Our internal resources are great,
and, if necessary, foreign assistance is undoubtedly attainable.—We gratefully
acknowledge, as signal instances of the Divine favour towards us, that his
Providence would not permit us to be called into this severe controversy, until
we were grown up to our present strength, had been previously exercised in
warlike operation, and possessed of the means of defending ourselves. . . .
Lest this declaration should disquiet the minds of our friends and fellowsubjects in any part of the empire, we assure them that we mean not to
dissolve that union which has so long and so happily subsisted between us, and
which we sincerely wish to see restored. . . . We exhibit to mankind the
remarkable spectacle of a people attacked by unprovoked enemies, without any
imputation or even suspicion of offence. . . .
In our own native land, in defence of the freedom that is our birthright,
and which we ever enjoyed till the late violation of it—for the protection of
our property, acquired solely by the honest industry of our fore-fathers and
ourselves, against violence actually offered, we have taken up arms.
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